Golf
by Rod Kilcoyne, CGCS

DIABLO COUNTRY CLUB

Low Net

Ben Delambert  67
Grady Simril  68
John Grant  70
George Bell  71
F.A. Holmes  71
Moti Baru  72
Mulkh Raj  72
Ray Story  73

Los Gross

Bob Cox  74
Blake Swint  75
Dick Hendricks  77
Dave Fowler  78
John Guisto  78
Scott Lewis  80

Remember those of you with a handicap through this association must record your adjusted score on that club's "Away Sheet".

SCOTTS PROTURF
Murray Nonhof
408 476-2075

SIERRA PACIFIC TURF SUPPLY
Campbell 95008
408 559-8893

J. R. SIMPLOT COMPANY
P. O. Box 198
Lathrop 95350

TURF EQUIPMENT SERVICES
A Mobile Service & Repair Facility
Ben W. Showard 415 651-TURF

WESTERN LAWN EQUIPMENT COMPANY
50 Edwards Court
Burlingame 94010

WEST STAR DISTRIBUTING, INC.
415 887-1222
Hayward 94545

BRAMAN PIPE & SUPPLY CO
1525 Walsh Avenue
Santa Clara 95050

ADVANCED DRAINAGE SYSTEMS (ADS)
Walt Bray - 6917 Flintwood Way
Sacramento 95831

BROWN SAND, INC.
874 East Woodard Avenue
Manteca 95336 209 982-4618

AUTOMATIC RAIN CO - Tom Jackson
4060 Campbell Avenue
Menlo Park 94025

C-M CHAIN & HOIST
211 Dover Street
Los Gatos 95030

BAY IRRIGATION & TURF SUPPLY
2041 Commerce Avenue
Concord 94520

H. V. CARTER COMPANY, INC.
1700 East 14th St, Box 12006
Oakland 94604